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DAMPIER TO BUNBURY NATURAL GAS PIPELINE - HARVEY-KEMERTON AREA 
Statement by Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 

MR A.D. McRAE (Riverton - Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [2.07 pm]:  
As the designated land access minister for the Dampier to Bunbury natural gas pipeline, I have reported to 
Parliament in recent months on the government’s work to expand the 1 500-kilometre corridor.  The final piece 
of this remarkable jigsaw has been the deviation and expansion options for the gas pipeline in the Harvey-
Kemerton area.  This vital energy corridor must be widened to ensure a long-term sustainable supply of natural 
gas to the booming south west of our state.  The pipeline expansion and deviation in the Harvey-Kemerton area 
was particularly difficult because of the intense intersection of agricultural, mining, forestry, environmental and 
recreational uses in the area. 

I am pleased to report that I have finalised my decision on the pipeline corridor and its widening and will be 
writing to all affected landowners and stakeholders in the region today.  In coming to this decision, I have had 
regard for what is known as the independent Review of the Kemerton Alignment, as well as the land use options 
and access of landowners, the scale and importance of sensitive wetlands and the opportunities to create buffers 
between forests and farms.  This final decision is shown on the map I will table in the house today.  A new 
section of corridor will be acquired to accommodate the expanded pipeline corridor.  It will separate from the 
existing corridor north of Johnston Road - it is the yellow line drawn on this map I am holding up - and head 
south west.  It will be aligned to boundaries, tracks, drains, vegetation lines and firebreaks where possible.   

Mr T. Buswell:  It is upside down.  

Mr A.D. McRAE:  That is because the member has his head in the wrong place all the time. 

After crossing both Riverdale Road and Crampton Road, it will continue south following the firebreak before 
looping to the east, parallel to the Harvey River diversion drain.  Shifting south again, the new corridor will cross 
Boonilup Road, running parallel to electricity transmission lines and along property boundaries, before looping 
west again - that is the crossover that is shown here on the map - to rejoin the existing pipeline corridor at the 
Kemerton power station. 

After extensive consultation and on-site visits, I am confident that this is the best possible option, with some key 
advantages over the other options previously considered: it minimises the number of affected landowners, it 
protects environmentally sensitive wetlands and it makes use of existing infrastructure to reduce the impact of 
the additional pipelines.   

The final draft plan will require approval and/or agreement from the Department of Environment and 
Conservation, the Forest Products Commission and Western Power Corporation.  All the details of this decision 
will be published on the Department for Planning and Infrastructure web site later this week. 

The Carpenter Government is making decisions to strengthen the economy in a sustainable way and to build a 
better future for all Western Australians.   

I am satisfied that the revised Kemerton alignment of the expanded Dampier to Bunbury natural gas pipeline is 
the best solution for all concerned.  This is a decision not just for today - it is a decision about the future of our 
great state. 

[See paper 2286.]  
 


